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Abstract In this paper, we consider a variant of relocation problem, which originated from Public Housing 
Projects in Boston area. In the relocation problem, there is a set of h jobs to be processed on a single 
machine without preemptions. Each job demands, from the resource pool, a fixed amount of resources for 
its processing and returns some amount of resources to the pool at its completion. The number of resources 
returned by a job is not necessarily equal to that demanded. The minimum resource requirement is the 
number of resources that should be initially stored in the pool such that all jobs can be successfully completed. 
Relocation problem seeks to find a schedule which guarantees the minimum resource requirements. The 
question we investigate here relates to the flexibility, for decision makers, that a job can be left unprocessed. 
The goal is to find a job such that the resource requirement for scheduling the remaining jobs is minimized. 
Naive and efficient methods are proposed and discussed. 

1. Introduction 
Resource-constrained scheduling problems have been widely studied in the past decades [1). 
In this paper, we consider a specialized resource-constrained problem, called relocation 
problem. There is a set of jobs to be processed on a single machine without preemptions. 
All jobs are available from scratch. And, a common pool of resources is given. Each 
individual job demands a fixed amount' of resources from the pool for its ongoing processing. 
At the completion, this job returns some number of resources to the pool. The number 
of resources returned is not necessarily equal to that required. That is, the successful 
completion of a job may make a positive or negative contribution. The relocation problem 
is to determine the minimum number of resources that must be initially stored in the pool 
so that there exists some schedule within which jobs can be successfully processed. This 
problem was proposed by Kaplan (2) and originated from the public housing projects in 
Boston area. In the redevelopment project, there were a set of buildings to be torn down 
and erected. The capacities of a building before and after its redevelopment respectively 
correspond to numbers of resources demanded and returned by a job. The authority had 
to house residents of the building being reconstructed. The problem seeks to arrange a 
reconstruction sequence of buildings under the budget constraint. As a matter of fact, the 
relocation problems also have relevance to memory management in database systems and 
operating systems [8]. 

Flexibility is an important issue in decision making. In this paper, we consider the case 
in which the authority get the chance to leave some job unscheduled due to some constraints, 
say budget limits. Once a job is ignored the resource requirement for the remaining jobs 
may be increased, decreased or unaltered. The problem concerned is how to select a job 
such that the resource requirement for processing the remaining jobs is minimized. Such a 
job is said to be the most vital. The topic of the most vital elements has been mentioned 
in the literature. For example, [3)[4)[5) dealt with problems of finding the most vital edges 
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with respect to important graph parameters, such as the weight of a minimal spanning tree 
and the number of spanning trees. 

We now formally describe the problem of concern. 

Notations: 
J = {JI, J 2, ... , Jh}: The set of jobs to be processed. 
ni: Number of resources job Jj demands. 
ai: Number of resources job J i returns. 
6i : Contribution made by job Jj, i.e. aj - ni. 

S: A schedule for jobs in J. 
J[i): The i-th job in schedule S. 
V[i): Number of resources in the pool at the time when the i-th job is finished. 
R(S): Number of initial resources required for finishing jobs under schedule S. 

A schedule or sequence is a permutation of jobs in J. With a fixed amount of initial 
resources, V[O)' schedule S = J[1)J[2)··· J[h) is said to be feasible if n[i) ~ V[i-1) for every job 
J[ij, 1 ~ i ~ h, where V[i-1) denotes the number of available resources in the pool when job 
J[i-1] is finished. This inequality means that sufIicient resources are needed for the ongoing 

processing of each job. Note that V[i-l] = V[O] + L:~-:,11 6[kj, where b[k] = a[k]- n[k) is referred as 
the contribution made by job J[k]. The minimum value of V[O] that guarantees the existence 
of feasible schedules for job set .:J is called the minimum resource requirement Rj- for 
J. For an arbitrary job Ji E J we use J - J i to denote J - {Jj }. Similarly, S - J[i] denotes 
the schedule resulting from the removal of the dh job from schedule S. A job Jj E J is 
called the most vital job if Rj_J, ~ Rj_J for any J j #- Ji E J. Given a set of jobs, we 
seek to find the most vital job. Note that the solution is not necessarily unique. In many 
cases, more than one job can be most vital. 

In the next section, we will present a naive approach for dealing with this problem. An 
efficient algorithm will be given and analyzed in Section 3. 

2. A Naive Approach 
With a fixed amount of initial resources, the problem of deciding if there is a feasible schedule 
can be answered in O(hlogh) time. This algorithm was proposed by Kaplan and Amir [6]. 
It consists of three major steps and is outlined as below: 

Algorithm KA 
INPUT: Job set J and a fixed amount of initial resources, 'iO]. 
OUTPUT: Yes/No answer to the existence of feasible schedules. 
Step 1 Partition J into two disjoint subsets J+ and J- such that J+ contains 

jobs having non-negative contributions and J- contains jobs having 
negative contributions. 

Step 2 Derive a sequence S+ (S-) by arranging jobs in J+ (J-) in non-decreasing 
(non-increasing) order of ni (a;). 

Step 3 If the con catenated sequence S+ S- is feasible then return "YES" 
else return "NO". 

Steps 1 and 3 together take O( h) time, while Step 2 takes O( h log h) time for arranging 
jobs in the desired order. Hereafter, Sj denotes the resultant sequence S+ S- in Step 3. 
The correctness of this solution method stems from the fact [2][6] that R(Sj) = Rj. 

From the result of Algorithm KA, we immediately come up with a simple algorithm 
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that finds the most vital job by first deriving the schedule Sj -J, for each job Ji and then 
selecting the one whose resource requirement is minimum. A problem however arises here is 
how to calculate the resource requirement for schedule Sj -J •. Now, we describe a method for 
computing R(S) for schedule S. Suppose that 'lO) = O. Denote the number of supplementary 
resources that should be additionally afforded so as to ensure the successful completion of 
job J[k) by q[k], 1 ::; k ::; h. Then, q[k] can be formulated as 

q[k) = max{O, n[k) - 'lk-1)}, 1 :S k :S h. 

Note that 
k k 

'lkJ = 2: %J + 2: b[i], 1 ::; k :S h. 
i=l i=l 

We cite a useful lemma stated by Lin [8]. 

LEMMA 1 Resource requirement R(S) for schedule S is equal to L:~1 %). 

EXAMPLE 1 Consider the following set of seven jobs. 

J 
ni 
ai 

4 8 
7 5 

5 21 
15 17 

7 
16 

19 18 
12 11 

Let schedule S = J1J3J5J4J6J7J2. The number of supplementary resources for each job 
can be determined as the followings: 

i 0 1 

'li) 0 7 
job J 1 J3 

%1 4 0 

2 
17 

Js 
o 

3 4 
26 22 

5 6 7 
15 11 8 

From the derivation tabulated above, we know that R(S) = 4 + 3 = 7. To verify the 
feasibility, we let Vo = 7. It can be seen that all jobs can be successfully completed if they 
are processed in accordance with the order specified by S. 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
'li] 7 10 20 29 25 18 11 8 
job J 1 J3 J s J4 J6 J7 J2 

o 
Computing the resource requirement for schedule Sj -J('1 can be done in O( h) time. As 

a consequence, our naive procedure takes O(h2) time in total. Nevertheless, there leaves a 
room for further improvement. In the next section, we present an efficient algorithm with a 
time complexity O(hlogh). 

3. Algorithm for the Most Vital Job 
In this section, we present an efficient method, by accelerating the computation of resource 
requirements for schedules, for finding the most vital job. We first introduce the concept 
of generalized jobs which was mentioned in [7]. Within a specific job schedule S, a 
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generalized job J[i:ij corresponding to subsequence J[i]J[i+l] ... J[j], 1 ::; i ::; j ::; h, is defined 
by letting 

n[i:i] R(J[i]J[i+l]··· J[j]); 

i 

a[i:i] = n[i:i] + L b[k]. 

/c=i 

LEMMA 2 For an arbitrary schedule S, 

R(S) = R(S'), 

PROOF: We prove that the summations of supplementary resources for jobs in schedules 
Sand S' are the same. It is easy to see that q[k] = q[kl' k = 1,2, ... , i-I, where q[k] 

for jobs under S' is similarly defined as q[k]. ¥lhen considering solely the sequence T = 
J[i]J[i+l] ... J[jb its resource requirement R(T), which is equal to n[i:i]' is derived from the 
summation of supplementary resources for jobs .1[ib .1[i+1] , ... , and J[j]. Within S, 

i 

L q[k] = max{R(T) - V[i-lb a}, 
k=i 

which is equal to q[i:i] = max{n[i:i] - V[i-l] , a}. Because, within schedules Sand S', the 
numbers of available resources at the time when jobs J[i] and J[i:i] are respectively completed 
are the same, q[k] =: q[k] (k = j + 1, ... , h.) We conclude that R(S) = R(S'). 0 

This Lemma dictates the fact that the effects of processing J[i:i] is the same as that of 
processing subsequence J[i]J[i+l] ... J[j]. 

When considering the removal of job J[i] from schedule Sj, we know that Sj -J[i[ is not 
necessarily the same as Sj-J[i]. R(Sj_J[.]) is however equal to R(Sj-J[i]). We may without 
loss of generality assume that Sj_J[.] = Sj - .l[i). Therefore, Sj-J[i] is composed of two 
subsequences J[1]J[2]··· J[i-1) and J[i+1]J[i+2]··· J[h]. If the values of parameters pertaining 
to generalized jobs J[1:i-1] and J[i+l:h] are known, the resource requirement for Sj-J[il can 
be calculated in constant time. We describe a preprocessing algorithm GeneralizedJobs·for 
obtaining desired information. 

Algorithm Generalized_J ohs 
INPUT: Job set .:J and schedule Sj. 

OUTPUT: n[l:i], a[l:i], n[i:hj, a[i:h] for each i. 
Step 1 For i = 2 to h do Steps 1.1 and 1.2 

Step 1.1 n[l:i] = n[1:i-1] + max{O, n[i] - a[l:i-1]}. 

Step 1.2 a[l:i] = n[l:i] + E~=l b[k]. 

Step 2 For i = h - 1 downto 1 do Steps 2.1 and 2.2 
Step 2.1 n[i:h] = n[i] + max{a, n[i+1:h] - ap]}. 

Step 2.2 a[i:h] = n[i:h] + E~=i b[k]. 

Step 3 Stop. 

This algorithm determines the role .l[1:2] plays by composing jobs .l[l] and J[2]. Subse
quently, the fusion of J[1:2] and .1[3] induces J[I:3]. Similar operations are carried out in a 
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simple iterative loop to deliver J[l:4], ... ,J[l:h-1j' Another loop iterates in a backward fash
ion and successively outputs J[h-1:h], J[h-2:hj, ... , J[2:hj' Since Steps 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 all 
take 0(1) time, the time complexity of Algorithm GeneralizedJobs is dominated by O(h). 

In the next page, we describe our algorithm MosLVitalJob for finding the most vital 
job for a given job set. 

Algorithm MosLVitaLJobs 
INPUT: Job set :r and schedule Sj. 
OUTPUT: The most vital job MV J. 
Step 1 Call Algorithm KA to find schedule Sj. 
Step 2 Based on Sj, call Algorithm Generalized_Job. 
Step 3 MV J = J[l], DiJJ = 00. 

Step 4 For i = 1 to h do Step 5 
Step 5 If R(J[l:i-1jJ(i+1:h]) < DiJJ then 

DijJ = R(J[l:i-1j J[i+l:hj) and MV J = J[ij. 

Step 6 Stop. 

Before come to our conclusion theorem, we further emphasize that for a specific job J[ij 

R( Sj -J[i) = Rj -J[i) , although it is clear. 

THEOREM 1 Given a set of h jobs, the most vital job with respect to minimum resource 
requirement can be found in O(h log h) time. 

PROOF: Finding the unique schedule Sj in Step 1 takes O( h log h) time because of the sort
ing stage. The time complexity of Step 2 is dominated by O( h). After applying Algorithm 
GeneralizedJob, for each job J[ij we compute R( Sj -J[i)) in constant time by composing two 
generalized jobs J[l:i-1j and J[i+l:hj as done in Step 5. Therefore, finding the most vital job 
can be done in O( h log h) time. The ptoof is completed. 0 

4. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, we investigated the problem of determining the most vital job in relocation 
problem, which is a variation of conventional resource-constrained job scheduling problems. 
We have proposed a simple but efficient algorithm to achieve the goal. Our algorithm takes 
O(hlogh) time, while a naive approach will take 0(h2) time. 

The concept of the most vital object leads to a new field of research, as a variety of 
problems solvable in polynomial time can be re-studied. On the other hand, relocation 
problems of new objectives under different constraints are also interesting and challenging. 
For example, let us consider the variant where each job is associated with processing length. 
Under a fixed amount of given resources, we are asked to determine a feasible schedule, if 
exists, whose mean flow time is minimum. The problem of determining if it is NP-hard is 
still open. 
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